they are considered to be uniformly distributed around the robot. The module is shown in Figure 1 (b), and it consists of two layers. Layer 1 is composed of input neurons {S, O, T, C1, C2} that encode the sensor input I s , obstacle input I o , target input I T , coordination inputs I C1 and I C2 according to the time-to-first-spike coding, respectively. Layer 2 generates the outputs with two output neurons E (excitory) and I (inhibitory) that represent that the robot should turn to or away from the direction of the module, respectively. In Figure 1 (a), the lines denote the connections from the neuron E of every module to the motor neurons, while dashed lines represent the connections from the neuron I to the motor neurons. The four motor neurons denoted by (F l , B l , F r , B r ) represent left forward motor neuron, left backward motor neuron, right forward motor neuron and right backward motor neuron, respectively. They are divided into two pairs (F l , B l ) and (F r , B r ) according to the related motor. There exist connections between two pairs for the information transmission. The motor neurons corresponding to each motor receive the outputs of the modules along with the outputs of other motor neurons and fire spikes to generate the control signal by the winner-take-all strategy. 
Input signals of the module
where t s is the time when the spike is generated with the constant T=100ms, and the input I s is the data from the corresponding sensor bounded by an up-bound I lim . Here, we assume that there are 16 ultrasonic sensors evenly distributed on the peripheral ring of the robot and "corresponding" means the sensor is closest to the direction of the module. Also, the sensor data caused by the target is filtered such that the target does not affect the sensors information. is activated only when there exists at least one neighboring robot n R whose Boolean attraction tag is 1. Every robot has its own table of all robots' attraction tags and neighboring robots topology. By broadcasting, each robot sends its information including whether it detects the target, its tag and neighbor information such that the tables of robots can be updated. The attraction tag of a robot is updated as follows: If some neighborships among the robots break or some robots lose the track of the target based on the updated table { If there exists a route from it to the target according to the neighboring robots topology { its tag is 1; } Else { its tag is 0; } } Else { If one tag of its neighbors is 1 or it detects the target { the tag is 1; } Else { the tag is 0; } } When I C2 is activated, it can be encoded as 
The weights and outputs of the module
For a module, the weights between neurons represent the delay from neurons to neurons. Thus, when delay is small, the connection between neurons is considered to be strong. For every module, the initial weights for the neurons in the module are nearly the same, which will be shown in the simulation section. t is set to be T. Furthermore, there are mutual connections between the left forward motor neuron F l and the right backward motor neuron B r , as well as the right forward motor neuron F r and the left backward motor neuron B l . Thus, the information from one side can pass to the other side. The motor neurons are divided into two pairs according to the motor they belong to. The competence (i.e. winner-take-all strategy) is used in each pair to decide whether the motor rotates forward or backward. 
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where v i is the velocity of the motor i.
Learning
For the SNN based controller, the weights are adjusted by the Hebbian learning (Kempter et al., 1999) in a stochastic form. Denote ij w the weight from the neuron j to neuron i. When learning occurs, a random number ς is generated following the uniform distribution in the
the weight will be adjusted. Here constants 5
Considering that weights are integers, the change of weight is also an integer. In this controller, the weight will change by 1 or -1, i.e. 
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Simulations
In this part, the simulations will be given to testify the feasibility of the proposed controller based on SNN. The mobile robots are modeled as two-wheel mobile robots and can be seen as circles with a diameter 500mm. The target (evader) is also considered as a circle. The target has the same controller structure as shown in Figure 1 The initial weights between the input neurons and the output neurons in the module are as follows: {S→E, O→I, T→E, C1→I, C2→E} are {38,8,13,8,18}, {40,10,15,11,20}, {40, 10,15,13,20}, {40,10,15,16,20}, {40,10,15,10,20}, {40,10,15,10,20}, {40,10,15,10,20}, {40,10,15,10,20}, {40,10,15,10,20}, {40,10,15,16,20}, {40,10,15,13,20}, {40,10,15,11,20} for modules M 1 to M 12 , respectively. The initial values of the weights connecting the modules to the motor neurons are 10, while the initial values are 4 for the weights of the motor neurons' mutual connections.
In following simulations, the start points of the robots are denoted by "S", while "G" represents the stop points. When the distance between the target and a robot is smaller than 1000mm, the hunting task is considered to be completed. In simulation 1, we consider three robots to complete the hunting task in an environment which is enclosed by 4 walls (the black line in the Figure 2) . The result of simulation 1 is shown in Figure 2 , and the states of the robots are shown in Figure 3 . Every robot has three states: 0, 1, 2. State 2 represents the target being observed by the robot itself and state 1 depicts that the robot builds a neighborship route with a robot that observes the target while the target is not detected by itself, otherwise, its state is 0. At first, only robot 3 can observe the target. The target is out of the detection range of robot 1 and robot 2. Then, robot 2 will follow robot 3 according to the updated tag table which includes the information that robot 3 can observe the target. After that, robot 1 also follows robot 2 because it finds that the tag of robot 2 is 1. A route from robot 1 to the target in the neighboring robots topology is built. After the robot 2 observes the target by itself, the target is pursued by robots 2 and 3, while robot 1 is still in following. Finally, the target is caught successfully. In simulations 5 shown in Figures 9 and 10 , initially, the robots 2 and 3 observe the target. After robot 1 observes the target, all the robots pursue the target. For robot 3, because of the obstruction of the obstacle, it loses the target and its state is from 2 to 1. Finally, the hunting task is completed.
Conclusion
In this work, the controller based on SNN is applied to the hunting task for the multi-robot system. By using time-to-first-spike coding and winner-take-all strategy, the controller with 12 direction-sensitive modules and four motor neurons can make the robots coordinate with each other to finish the hunting task, as demonstrated in the simulations. In this work, the function f(•) is the same for all the modules, which, in fact, may be different for different modules. The will be considered in the future work.
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